Vietnam
【Hanoi. SAPA.Fansipan. TrangAn】

5D 4N

Fun Itinerary ：Hanoi ；SAPA Fansipan ；Trang An
Tour Code：VFP

SAPA is a town in the Hoàng Liên Son Mountains

of northwestern Vietnam. A popular trekking base,
it overlooks the terraced rice fields of the Muong
Hoa Valley, and is near the 3,143m-tall Phang Xi
Pang peak, which is climbable via a steep,
multiday guided walk. Hill tribes, such as the
Hmong, Tay and Dao, make up much of the
town's local population.

Daily Itinerary
Day 1：Kuala Lumpur – Hanoi - SAPA

（Meal on board/L/D）

Upon arrival at Noi Bai International airport, meet by our representative, and transfer to SAPA
【SAPA】is the famous inland summer resort in Vietnam, and is famous for Daxie and Sandao Mountain .
【SAPA Famous Street】Cafes, inns, and various Vietnamese specialty shops along the street.
【The Catholic Church 】is one of the two major religions in Vietnam, churches can be seen in every city.
【Vietnam ethnic Square】

Day 2：Fansipan (around 4H)

（B/L/D）

【Fansipan】is a mountain in Vietnam, At 3,143 metres, it is the highest mountain in the Indochinese
Peninsula, hence its nickname "the Roof of Indochina".
【Lao Chai Village】+【Ta Van Village】is currently positioned as a rest spot for tourists trekking onwards to
the village of Tavan.

Day 3：SAPA - Hanoi

（B/L/D）

【Ho Chi Minh Mausoleum】The remains of Ho Chi Minh were preserved in the hall of the memorial hall.
Numerous people came to pay their respects.
【Ba Dinh Square】Vietnam’s political center has a flag-raising ceremony every morning and there are
many buildings nearby that can be visited together.
【Residence】+ 【tall houses】(Elevated house)
【One pillar temple】The unique style of the One Pillar Pagoda is a popular place for local people to make
a wish to burn incense. It is said to be very pragmatic.
【Temple of Literature】(The 1st University of Vietnam ) is a well-preserved traditional Vietnamese 11th
century building. It is also the country’s earliest national university .
【Tran Quoc Pagoda】The ancient buildings on the banks of the West Lake in Hanoi, surrounded by lotus
flowers, are the most popular incense temples in Hanoi.
【Hoan Kiem Lake】is located in the center of Hanoi's Old Town, formerly known as Green Lake, and later
changed its name to the legendary Vietnamese monarch
【36 ancient street】enjoying shopping.

Day 4 ：Hanoi (around 2H) – Tang An (around 2H) – Hanoi

（B/L/D）

【Trang An】boating visit 7-9 caves，the Trang An Scenic Landscape Complex was inscribed as a
UNESCO World Heritage Site

Day 5： Hanoi – Kuala Lumpur

（B/Meal on board）

After breakfast, transfer to Noi Bai International airport for departure, back to homw sweet homw with
05 days sweet memories

ALL IN
(RM)
Travel
Date

:

(Adult ) ；RM

(Child With Bed)；RM (Child No Bed)
Hotel

:
:

Airlines

RM

Air Asia
AK512 KUL-HAN 1240-1500
AK513 HAN-KUL 1530-1945

Package
Inclusive

:
Return Air Ticket + Airport Tax +
Ground arrangement + Tipping +
：
Entrance Ticket + Travel
Insurance+20KG Luggage Weight

